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version 5.x of 3d home architect is not a direct upgrade of previous versions.
it is a complete rewrite of the software based upon the envisioneer cad

engine from cadsoft. the new program has a different interface and it is not
compatible with files created in previous versions. versions 3.x and 4.x were
produced by art using the chief architect engine. art does offer a compatible
upgrade to 3d home architect version 4 called chief architect home edition
5.0, which is available through their web site. 3d home architect deluxe 4.0
is a powerful software for 2d and 3d design of your home.you can perform
3d-design of your property, design of interior, outside, and furniture. new
version 3.0.5, now supports sketchup make; 3d home planner deluxe 4.0

helps you to plan your house to be a dream, to enjoy not only the aesthetic
but also the comfort and convenience of your home. features 3d home

planner deluxe 4.0 are an intuitive interface for drafting, plus room planning,
adding furniture, and displaying plans in 2d or 3d. you can use the tool to
prepare floor plans, architectural drawings, and elevation drawings, and

create other plans. what's more, 3d home planner deluxe 4.0 is a compatible
tool with autocad, which allows you to import your 2d plans into 3d. 3d

home architect deluxe 4.0 has an interface similar to a drawing editor, and
you can easily create plans by dragging and dropping various objects onto

the screen. 3d home planner deluxe 4.0 has a full range of tools, like
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creating windows and doors, placing walls, and adding rooms. you can also
draw plans in 3d using the tool.
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